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Training OVERVIEW

 Federal Requirements for Alternate Assessment (AA)

 Identifying Participation for AA

 Understand THREE Criteria for AA Participation

 Gather Evidence and Document Decision

 Student Red Flags

 Scenarios

 District 1% Justifications

 Resources



Federal Requirements for AA

DOE must follow the below federal requirements:

1.  Individuals with Disabilities Act - IDEA Sec. 300.160:

 (a) General. A State must ensure that all children with disabilities are included in all general 
state and district-wide assessment programs…with appropriate accommodations and 
alternate assessments, if necessary, as indicated in their respective IEPs.



Federal Requirements for AA

2.  Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) Amendment to ESEA Sec.1111(b)(2)(D):

 Limits the number of students assessed using AA to no more than 1% of the total number 
of assessed students in the state

 States cannot prohibit districts from assessing more than 1% of their assessed students in the 
AA

 If districts have 1% overage, states must require districts to submit justification, make the 
district justifications publicly available, and provide oversight/monitoring of state-wide AA 
participation

 If a state exceeds 1%, a request for federal waiver is required. 



Identifying AA Participation:
Documents

 All documents to guide IEP team decision making are found at: 
https://doe.sd.gov/assessment/alternate.aspx

 The Participation Guidelines outline the entire process for identifying AA participation.

 The Participation Form is used to document the IEP team’s evidence and AA decision.

https://doe.sd.gov/assessment/alternate.aspx
https://doe.sd.gov/assessment/documents/AltAssess-Guidelines-0523.pdf
https://doe.sd.gov/assessment/documents/AltAssess-Form-0523.pdf


Identifying AA Participation:
Documents - Participation Form

 https://doe.sd.gov/assessment/documents/
AltAssess-Form-0523.pdf

 The Participation Form is the IEP team’s tool 
for identifying if a student meets the three 
criteria for participation in the AA.

 It is recommended to complete this form for 
every student considered for AA. 

 Attach to the student’s IEP.

https://doe.sd.gov/assessment/documents/AltAssess-Form-0523.pdf
https://doe.sd.gov/assessment/documents/AltAssess-Form-0523.pdf


Identifying AA Participation:
Three Criteria

 For each of the three criteria, follow the below steps 
to determine student participation in the alternate 
assessment:

1. Understand Participation Criteria 

2. Gather Evidence on each Criteria

3. Document Decision on each Criteria



Identifying AA Participation:
Criteria 1 

 IEP category of “Cognitive Disability” does NOT automatically 
meet this criteria!

 Significant impact on both intellectual AND adaptive 
functioning are needed.

1. Intellectual functioning: Typically scores less than 60.

2. Adaptive functioning: Scores and functional ability to 
navigate in the school and community.

 Student’s cognitive and adaptive functioning impacts 
academic, life, and job skills in home, school, and community.

 Understand



Identifying AA Participation:
Criteria 1 

 Gather Evidence

 multiple sources 

 multiple years

 multiple settings

 Document Decision

 YES or NO



Identifying AA Participation:
Criteria 2

 Academic and adaptive skills across settings are 
significantly below age expectations, even with program 
modifications, adaptations, and accommodations. 

 Intensive, direct instruction in multiple skill/academic areas 
has been attempted over multiple years in various settings. 

 Cognitive functioning limits student’s ability to acquire, 
maintain, generalize academic skills.

 Understand



Identifying AA Participation:
Criteria 2

 Gather Evidence

 multiple sources 

 multiple years

 multiple settings

 Document Decision

 YES or NO



Identifying AA Participation:
Criteria 3

 Instruction and IEP goals DO NOT match grade level State 
Content Standards.

 Instruction and IEP goals are adapted and DO follow grade 
level alternate academic achievement standards: Core 
Content Connectors (CCCs).

 IEP goals include short-term objectives/benchmarks that 
address skills appropriate for the student.

 Adaptive/life/job skills are embedded as part of the 
student’s instruction.

 Understand



Core Content Connectors (CCCs)

 SD CCCs are found at: 
https://doe.sd.gov/assess
ment/alternate.aspx

 In-Person Workshops on 
Standards-Based 
Instruction for Students 
with Significant Cognitive 
Disabilities:

 Oct 16 in Sioux Falls

 Oct 18 in Rapid City

https://doe.sd.gov/assessment/alternate.aspx
https://doe.sd.gov/assessment/alternate.aspx
https://doe.sd.gov/assessment/documents/CCC-Workshop-Flyer.pdf
https://sded.sd.gov/browse/division-of-special-education-and-early-learning/office-of-special-education/courses/standards-based-instruction-core-content-connectors-101623
https://sded.sd.gov/browse/division-of-special-education-and-early-learning/office-of-special-education/courses/standards-based-instruction-core-content-connectors-101823


Identifying AA Participation:
Criteria 3

 Gather Evidence

 multiple sources 

 multiple years

 multiple settings

 Document Decision

 YES or NO



Document Decision

 If the answers are YES to all THREE criteria on the 
Participation Form, then the student can participate 
in the AA.

 A student who participates in the AA will participate 
in all content areas assessed at their grade level:

 ELA and Math – Multi-State Alternate 
Assessment (MSAA)

 Science – South Dakota Science Assessment 
Alternate (SDSAA)



Document Decision on IEP - REQUIRED

 Recommended: Attach the Participation Form to the student’s IEP.

 Required: Document the AA decision in the student’s IEP. This is a compliance requirement.



Document Decision in Infinite Campus

 Under “Enrollments” Tab, mark 
“Participates in Alt Assessment”

 DOE Assessment Office will pull AA list 
from Infinite Campus in early December

 If a district adds a student AFTER early 
December, the district needs to mark the 
box AND e-mail the student’s name 
directly to DOEassessment@state.sd.us

mailto:DOEassessment@state.sd.us


AA Participation is NOT based on:

 specific disability category such as Cognitive or Autism

 percent of time in specialized services

 educational placement or instructional setting

 variety of services a student receives

 need for accommodations or assistive technology on the regular assessment

 anticipated disruptive behavior or emotional distress

 expected poor performance on the general education academic assessment

 impact of student’s test scores on district accountability system

 administrator decision

 English Language Learner (ELL) status

 poor attendance or extended absences

Nope!



RED FLAGS on Student AA Participation

 Disability Category of SLD, OHI, ED: Does the student meet “significant cognitive disability” Criteria 1?

 IQ around 70: Does the student meet “significant cognitive disability” Criteria 1?

 LRE Placement of 0100: General Classroom: Is this student working on grade level content standards 
and should be taking the regular assessment instead?

 IEP goals match grade level content standards instead of Core Content Connectors: Is this student 
working on grade level content standards and should be taking the regular assessment instead?

 Highest score (4) on MSAA: Should the student be more appropriately challenged with the regular 
state assessment?

 Previously took regular state assessment: Why the change now?



Determine AA Participation Annually

 The conversation around student participation on the alternate assessment is an important one. 
Participation identification drives the daily and long-term instruction a student receives as they 
prepare for options after high school. It is paramount that students be engaged in the general 
education curriculum to the “maximum extent appropriate” with appropriate modifications and 
rigorous, “appropriately ambitious” instruction. If we fall short of this goal, we risk shortchanging a 
student’s ability to achieve academically and in the areas of life and job skills.

 IEP teams should review AA criteria and participation at each annual IEP meeting. Do not 
automatically accept the prior year’s AA decision.

 IEP teams should discuss and notify parents that student participation in the AA impacts the student 
obtaining a high school diploma. Students not achieving general education standards requirements 
typically do not obtain a diploma.



Scenario #1 – “Sara”

 Sara is in the 3rd grade. Receptively, Sara correctly identifies (points to) 15 of 26 letters, 10 letter 
sounds, and about half of the numbers 1-10.  Expressively, Sara attempts to label letters and 
numbers, and produce letter sounds, however the answers are not consistent; she often appears 
to be guessing. She counts rote to 12 and counts objects to 8.  Sara writes her first and last name 
from memory and can copy words. 

 Sara’s LRE is Resource Room, where she works on academic, social, and adaptive goals.  Sara has a 
happy disposition. Sara is eager to play with classmates, however she struggles greatly with 
physical boundaries and turn taking. 

 A 1:1 para assists Sara in the 3rd grade classroom with academics, transitions, and routines. Her IQ 
is 58.



“Sara” Scenario – Criteria 1

Does Sara meet Criteria 1?
-Understand Criteria
-Gather Evidence

IQ Score: 58
Adaptive Scores: lower 50s
TEMA: 41
TERA: 43
TEWL: 40

(Results/scores of KTEA, 
AIMSWEB, DIBELS)



“Sara” Scenario – Criteria 1

Does Sara meet Criteria 1?
-YES
-Document Decision

IQ Score: 58
Adaptive Scores: lower 50s
TEMA: 41

TERA: 43
TEWL: 40

(Results/scores of KTEA, 
AIMSWEB, DIBELS)



“Sara” Scenario – Criteria 2

Does Sara meet Criteria 2?
-Understand Criteria
-Gather Evidence

-Sara has received direct instruction 

in the resource room for four school 

years, included research-based 

interventions and repeated 

practice.

-Despite these extensive efforts, 

Sara’s academic skills are at the 

preschool level while she is in the 3rd

grade.

-Sara struggles to acquire 

academic skills and to generalize 

adaptive skills across settings.



“Sara” Scenario – Criteria 2

Does Sara meet Criteria 2?
-YES
-Document Decision

-Sara has received direct instruction 

in the resource room for four school 

years, included research-based 

interventions and repeated 

practice.

-Despite these extensive efforts, 

Sara’s academic skills are at the 

preschool level while she is in the 3rd

grade.

-Sara struggles to acquire 

academic skills and to generalize 

adaptive skills across settings.



“Sara” Scenario – Criteria 3

Does Sara meet Criteria 3?
-Understand Criteria
-Gather Evidence

-Sara’s 3rd grade classroom 
materials are modified to 
preschool level. 

-Sara identifies15 letters, 10 
letter sounds, counts rote to 12, 
counts objects to 8.
-Her IEP academic goals are 
adapted to reflect Core 
Content Connectors.
-Reading Mastery/Blast Off 
intervention level is XX.



“Sara” Scenario – Criteria 3

Does Sara meet Criteria 3?
-YES
-Document Decision

-Sara’s 3rd grade classroom 
materials are modified to 
preschool level. 

-Sara identifies15 letters, 10 
letter sounds, counts rote to 12, 
counts objects to 8.
-Her IEP academic goals are 
adapted to reflect Core 
Content Connectors.
-Reading Mastery/Blast Off 
intervention level is XX.



“Sara” Scenario – Participation Form

 The IEP team identifies that Sara meets ALL THREE CRITERIA for participation in the 
alternate state assessment. 

 Therefore, Sara can partake in the alternate state assessment in all content areas assessed 
at her grade level.

 Attach Sara’s completed Participation Form to her IEP to place in her student file.



“Sara” Scenario – IEP Documentation

 Document team decision 
on the IEP. 

a) From Criteria 1

b) From Criteria 2 & 3

 Ensure Sara has short 
term objectives.

 Explain Rejection of 
regular assessment in 
section ‘b’ of Prior 
Written Notice. 

 Mark “Participates in Alt 
Assessment” in Infinite 
Campus Enrollment.



Scenario #2 – “Frank”

 Frank is in 8th grade. Frank’s disability category is Cognitive Disability; his IQ is 68. Staff know that at 
home, Frank is often the caretaker of his two elementary siblings.  He cooks for them, gets them 
ready, and walks them to school in time every morning. 

 Frank has accommodations on his IEP. His LRE is Resource Room, plus the special education teacher 
checks in with him during core classes throughout his day. The first two quarters of this school year, 
Frank started refusing to do his work and having outbursts when tasks became difficult. This quarter 
he is close to failing two core classes. 

 Frank took the regular state assessment in prior years; however, his general education teachers all 
agree that with the added state science assessment in 8th grade, and with his escalated behaviors, 
that Frank should take the alternate assessment this year.  



“Frank” Scenario – Criteria 1

IQ Score: 68

Adaptive Scores: lower 70s

Reading Comprehension: 71

Math Computation: 79

Written Expression: 72

Frank’s reading comprehension is 5th

grade level while he is in 8th grade. 

Functionally, Frank shows many age-

appropriate adaptive skills. 

Does Frank meet Criteria 1?
-Understand Criteria
-Gather Evidence



“Frank” Scenario – Criteria 1

Does Frank meet Criteria 1?
-NO
-Document Decision

IQ Score: 68

Adaptive Scores: lower 70s

Reading Comprehension: 71

Math Computation: 79

Written Expression: 72

Frank’s reading comprehension is 5th

grade level while he is in 8th grade. 

Functionally, Frank shows many age-

appropriate adaptive skills. 



“Frank” Scenario – Criteria 2

Does Frank meet Criteria 2?
-Understand Criteria
-Gather Evidence

-Frank has received support in the 

resource room since kindergarten, 

included research-based 

interventions and repeated 

practice.

-Frank has shown slow but steady 

progress in his academics.

-Frank demonstrates the ability to 

acquire, maintain, and transfer 

academic and adaptive skills 

across settings.



“Frank” Scenario – Criteria 2

Does Frank meet Criteria 2?
-NO
-Document Decision

-Frank has received support in the 

resource room since kindergarten, 

included research-based 

interventions and repeated 

practice.

-Frank has shown slow but steady 

progress in his academics.

-Frank demonstrates the ability to 

acquire, maintain, and transfer 

academic and adaptive skills 

across settings.



“Frank” Scenario – Criteria 3

Does Frank meet Criteria 3?
-Understand Criteria
-Gather Evidence

-Frank receives gen ed 
instruction with 
accommodations.
-Frank’s IEP goals are aligned 
with 8th grade-level standards. 



“Frank” Scenario – Criteria 3

Does Frank meet Criteria 3?
-NO
-Document Decision

-Frank receives gen ed 
instruction with 
accommodations.
-Frank’s IEP goals are aligned 
with 8th grade-level standards. 



“Frank” Scenario – Participation Form

 The IEP team identifies that Frank does NOT meet all three criteria for participation in the 
alternate state assessment. 

 Therefore, Frank will partake in the REGULAR state assessment in all content areas 
assessed at his grade level, with appropriate accommodations as determined by the IEP 
team.

 Attach Frank’s completed Participation Form to his IEP and place it in his student file.



“Frank” Scenario – IEP Documentation

 Document team decision 
on the IEP.

 List any approved 
accommodations.

 Proceed with IEP goals 
aligned with grade-level 
content standards.

 Explain Rejection of 
alternate assessment in 
section ‘b’ of Prior Written 
Notice. 



District 1% Justifications/Monitoring

 DOE cannot limit districts to 1% participation.  Alternate Assessment participation decisions are 
made by local IEP teams in the best interest of each student.

 For districts exceeding 1% participation, DOE notifies SPED Directors of their district level 
(Universal, Targeted, Intensive), their Red Flag students, and their requirement to submit a 1% 
Justification.

 The district’s 1% Justification should explain the district procedure for identifying AA participation 
and justify why the district exceeded 1%.

 1% Justifications will be made publicly available on the DOE website. District names are redacted 
for any districts with less than 10 students participating in the AA.



Resources

 Visit the DOE Alternate Assessment website 
for further resources:

https://doe.sd.gov/assessment/alternate.aspx

https://doe.sd.gov/assessment/alternate.aspx


Questions?

 Thank you for your efforts in serving students with significant cognitive disabilities in South Dakota.

 Webinar Completion Code in Canvas is: alternate

 Questions about Alternate Assessment participation or instruction of students with significant disabilities:

Stacy Holzbauer, Alternate Assessment Specialist

DOE Special Education Programs

Stacy.Holzbauer@state.sd.us

605-295-3441

mailto:Stacy.Holzbauer@state.sd.us
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